
The CIA’s secret quest for mind control. MK-ULTRA was a top secret experiment conducted by

the CIA to control the human mind so they could weaponize against the enemies using LSD.

MK-ULTRA was conducted from 1950’s to the early 60’s. was created and run by a chemist

named Sidney Gottlieb. During the height of the cold war the United states feared that the soviet,

chinese,and north Korean agents were using mind control to brainwash the U.S. POW’s in korea.

Allen Dulles, Director of the CIA approved   project MK-ULTRA in 1953. The operation was

aimed towards the development of techniques that would be used against soviet bloc enemies, to

control the human behaviors using drugs and other physiological manipulating factors. The

Eastern Bloc was formed during the Second World War as a unified force led by the Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), It’s initial intention was to fight Nazi Germany. Project

MK-ULTRA involved more than 150 human experiments with psychedelic drugs, paralytics and

electroshock therapy. Paralytic is also described as a neuromuscular blocking agent to prevent

muscle movement during surgical procedures or during critical care for respiratory illnesses.

Electroshock therapy is a procedure done to send small electric currents that are passed through

the brain to intentionally trigger a brief seizure that will improve the brain's chemistry that can

quickly reverse symptoms of mental health. Sometimes subjects knew they were participating in

an experiment as other times they did not. Many tests were conducted in universities, hospitals,

and prisons in the United States and canada.Whitey Bulger was one of the prisoners who

volunteered for what he was told was an experiment aimed at finding a cure for schizophrenia.

As part of this experiment, he was given LSD every day for more than a year. He later realized

that this had nothing to do with schizophrenia and he was a guinea pig in a government

experiment aimed at seeing what people's long-term reactions to LSD was. Essentially, could we

make a person lose his mind by feeding him LSD every day over such a long period?Bulger



wrote afterward about his experiences, which he described as quite horrific. He thought he was

going insane. Herfoin users were enticed into participating in the projects using LSD in order to

get an award, heroin, It still isn't clear exactly how many people were involved in the test due to

the poor lack of record keeping and the fact that most were destroyed when the program was

officially hualted in 1973.

The CIA brought in George White to oversee the drug experiments of operation

midnight climax due to his career in the Federal Bureau of narcotics. White would sit

behind the two way mirror of the room he specifically designed himself and watched as

the LSD would take effect. White’s actions were driven almost entirely by voyeurism.

-operation midnight climax- was within the MK-ULTRA operation. This was where the

drug expeiriments took place, where goverment-employed women (prostitutes) lured

unsuspecting men into their CIA “safe house” the men would drink LSD laced cocktails

and would be observed behind a two way mirror so that the effect of the drug could be

witnessed, the operation took place in Sanfransisco, california, and new york city. The

program had very little oversight, the project lost its sight in the seriousness of the

experiments giving it what agents said a party-like atmosphere. Which degraded the

professionalism that was shortly there at the beginning.

MK-ULTRA was essentially a continuation of the work that had begun in japanese ad nazi

concentration camps. the CIA actually hired the vivisectionists and the torturers who had

worked in Japan and in Nazi concentration camps to come and explain what they had found out

so that we could build on their research. Another thing the Nazis provided was information about

poison gases like sarin, which is still being used. Nazi doctors came to America to Fort Detrick



in Maryland, which was the center of this project, to lecture to CIA officers to tell them how long

it took for people to die from sarin.

-The end of MK-ULTRA-  in 1977, Edward Kennedy, who was an American lawyer and

politician who served as a U.S. senator from Massachusetts for almost 47 years, from 1962 until

his death in 2009, he oversaw congressional hearings investigating the past activities of

MK-ULTRA. Congress brought in a roster of the ex-CIA employees and questioned them on

specific questions such as who oversaw this specific area of the project, how the certain

participants(test patients) where chosen, and the continuous length of the projects, such as how

long they continued even after being issued to stop all projects.


